CITY OF FALCON HEIGHTS
Regular Meeting of the Falcon Heights - Community Engagement Commission
City Hall
2077 West Larpenteur Avenue

AGENDA
September 16 at 5:00 P.M.

A. CALL TO ORDER:

B. ROLL CALL: Reider __X__ May_X__ Kohn_X__ Johnson_X__
Larrabee_AB__ King_AB__ Stegman _AB___

COUNCIL LIAISON
Gustafson_X__

STAFF PRESENT:
Lor__X__

C. Approval of Minutes:
   • August 19, 2019 Meeting Minutes

D. DISCUSSION
1. Proposed Resolution Updates
   • Council Liaison provided updates on why the council did not approved the resolution.
     • It targets a certain person.
     • It is more of a federal, national, and state level than local.
     • It is a negative-to-negative affect than negative to positive/hate with love.
     • In conclusion: CEC members agreed to draft a new resolution that focuses on hate speech and bring it to the council in 2020.
       • The resolution will create a positive effect on the city.
       • Create a community conversation to help draft the resolution that reflects the city.

2. Human Rights Day Updates
   • This year’s theme is on Hate Speech but it is hard to find speakers for the event. The Plan B topic is Food Security/School Lunch Debt/Lunch Shame, which was discuss at the July meeting.
   • Chair will continue to reach out to MDHR for Hate Speech speakers while staff finds speakers on Food Securities.
   • The deadline is the October 21 meeting.
E. INFORMATION/ANNOUNCEMENTS

F. ADJOURNMENT: 6:17PM

May 1st Moved
Kohn 2nd Moved
Approved 4-0